
EDITORIAL 

The 'Cry for Reform' is not the plaintive call of some 
proverbial lost voice in the desert. Get four or five law students 
together and if you'll start them off on the subject, you'll never 
hear the end of it! Even when one takes into consideration that law 
students are, after all, law students, and likely t<' over-state their 
case, one must admit that, regardless of sex, political inclinations 
and the endless divergence of opinions, one finally emerges with a 
number of areas of Maltese legal education which most students 
and Faculty members would like to see overhauled. 

BACKGROUND 
A Maltese context lends a particular twist to the knotty problems of 
legal education, which in turn cannot be studied in isolation from 
the present predicament of Maltese tertiary education in general. 
Firstly, Malta is an island, and this in itself is an indication to the 
effort required to avoid cultural insularity. It is also a very small 
and very poor (in terms of natural resources) island - economic 
survival depends on the hard work of its inhabitants for apart from 
the sun and the sea and a rich historical heritage spanning six 
thousand years, our island possesses no natural resources, no oil or 
diamonds or gold or any precious minerals to bolster up its 
economy. 

In spite of all these drawbacks, the University of Malta 
grew steadily over the past two hundred years, overcoming 
problems of financial viability, colonial rule, political and social 
change until it had established itself by the late 1960's and early 
seventies as one of the oldest and best universities in the British 
Commonwealth. Recent highlights in the evolution of the 
University were the transfer to the new modern campus at T AL
QROQQ in the sixties, !he introduction of free tuition for all 
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students in 1970 and the growth of the University student 
population to an average of 1500 by 1975. 

Reform came with the Socialist Government's 
Education Act of 1978, bringing with it the suppression of B.A. 
and B.Sc courses and the introduction of the student-worker 
scheme. In effect, this means that the student intake and curricula, 
and thus the academic life at the University of Malta is tied directly 
to the Government's estimte of the nation's needs in terms of 
specialised personnel in the various sectors of the infrastructure. 
Entry into and economic subsistence in the various courses now 
depends on the willingness of the State or private enterprise to 
sponsor the student concerned as a student-worker, wherein every 
student spends 5 Yi months of study during the academic semester 
and 5\/z months working for his/her employer/sponsor every year 
for the duration of the course. 

It is not our intention here to embark on a general re
evaluation of the student-worker scheme. Nor is it possible, on the 
other hand, to discuss Maltese legal education without touching 
upon some points of the student-worker scheme within which it has 
operated for the past five years. One would inevitably face the 
question: "Why go on about reform? Were the recent reforms 
outlined above not adequate?" And the answer would have to be 
an honest "NO". The student-worker scheme ensures receipt of a 
cheque at the end of the month, (to most law students, but not all 
- an anomaly which has been allowed to persist for far too long) 
and this increases the individual student's economic ability to 
further his/her studies. That much is true. On the other hand, little 
or nothing has been done to reform the methods and subject matter 
of the legal education provided by our University's Faculty of Law 
and this, in this instance, is the chief concern of this editorial. 
Before expanding on this point however, a brief comment is called 
for on the present system of entry into the Law course. 

ENTRY INTO THE LAW COURSE 
While welcoming financial aid, most students deplore a 

system wherein, in reality, the numerus c/ausus for entry into the 
course is dictated by the number of sponsorships that employers are 
willing to offer, especially in the field of law, a class of self
employed professionals where genuine sponsors are few and far 
between. A numerus c/ausus in most universities of the democratic 
world is normally worked out as a compromise between 3 main 
factors listed here in their order of priority: 
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1) The number of students that the Faculty of Law 
can comfortably, or, more often, possibly 
accomodate. 

2) The demand for Law courses among applicants for 
admission into University. 

3) The student population/output reasonably 
desirable in a liberal democratic society, taking 
into account economic orientation and social goals. 

Unfortunately enough, for any academically qualified 
aspirants to entry into the Law course, who do not find a place 
within the limited number available in the Government sponsorship 
programme and who are not well connected enough to obtain some 
form of private sponsorship, the Socialist Government has seen fit 
to ignore the above criteria for establishing a numerus clausus and 
instead tied the latter directly to the subjective discretion of (to put 
it in its proper Marxist perspective) "the effective controllers of the 
means of production" i.e. the State and private enterprise. In other 
words, if the Government, or Factory Y or Company Z foresees 
that in 6 years time it will require X number of lawyers, then, and 
only then, will places become available at the Faculty of Law of our 
University. Under this system tertiary education does not remain a 
right fought for and won like so many others - primary and 
secondary education, minimum wage, old age and disablement 
pensions and other social services. It becomes a privilege granted by 
those who are in a position to so decide, supposedly on the criteria 
of whether one would need graduates in this or that office or 
factory in a number of years' time. The fact that this system, as 
always under all governments left or right, is operated in the name 
of the common good, the much-vaunted public interest, does not 
change the ugly fact that tme free choice in education and 
vocational training has received an untimely setback. 

After having somehow obtained admission into the 
Law course, one begins recognising, as the months and years go by, 
the many sectors requiring various degrees of reform. 

LENGTH OF THE ACADEMIC SEMESTER 
University studies require a commitment to evaluation, 

research and analysis which can only be realised with the dedication 
of enormous amounts of time. The present student-worker scheme 
allows for a study phase 5 Yi months long - that is up to 4 months 
lectures and study, 2 weeks of Christmas/Easter breaks and 1 
month of examinations. In the Law course, besides the one month 
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of written examinations, it is normal to add a further five to eight 
weeks over which oral examinations in each subject are staggered 
out. It is the unanimous opinion of all students and Faculty 
members concerned that the four months available for lectures and 
study is far too brief a period. Law, like most other subjects, is a 
field growing at a rapid pace. The new developments and 
legislation which each year brings with it means that there is more 
to study and discuss, not less. In brief, it is generally felt that the 
lecture hours, tutorials, research work, debates, seminars, library 
and home study time and the other bits and pieces which fill in 
every minute of University life, require at least 8 full months, with 
a further month allocated to examinations per academic year. That 
this cannot be achieved within the present 6 months work/6 months 
study framework is obvious. That this will a) increase the quality of 
the University's academic standard, b) reduce tension and 
cramming on the part of the students, c) remove the present 
division of the student body into two groups and d) do away with 
the present duplication of work (lectures and examinations have to 
be repeated twice a year since at. present every student input is 
divided into two roughly equal groups, each group alternating its 
study and work phases with the other) imposed yearly on a small 
and hard-pressed Faculty staff, is equally obvious. 

OF CREDITS AND UNITS 
An urgent reform which must be undertaken 

immediately concerns the method of assessment of law students, 
for the introduction of the student-worker scheme has brought with 
it no reform of this aspect of legal education. Promotion from 
year to year, a student's failure or success, still depends primarily if 
not exclusively on those four breathless hours of written examina
tions and the short oral test in each subject at the end of each 
semester. This dependence on those crucial four hours is unfair in 
that the result does not truly reflect a student's preparation and 
aptitude in the legal field, but rather his ability to write as fast and 
as convincingly as he can in 240 minutes. Factors such as illness, 
psychological stress, family anxieties, a slow/untidy handwriting 
combine to distort a result which is taken to be a reflection of the 
student's capabilities. 

Many students therefore wish that our Faculty be 
modernised on the same lines as most other faculties, with the 
introduction of a units and credits system. In this way less 
importance would be attached to the student's performance in the 
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final examinations while his efforts and gradings in assignments, 
tutorials and lectures would be continuously assessed throughout 
the academic year and taken into consideration when calculating 
the final grade at the end of the semester. This can be more easily 
achieved by the adoption of a units and credits system with a 
predetermined number of credits being attached to each unit 
and/or assignment. Each subject would be allotted a number of 
units, according to its importance in relation to the course of 
studies. Each unit would be a quasi-self contained module with a 
determined amount of lecture hours, tutorials, assignments and 
seminars. The number of credits which one may be awarded would 
be distributed between assignments, attendance and examinations 
according to the pre-determined ratio. 

The flexibility of the unit system is not only adjustable 
to the availability of lecturers, ( a practical expedient in a Faculty 
heavily dependent on part-time lecturers) but also permits a greater 
degree of specialisation to the individual law student, who, after 
completing the requisite number of units in basic subjects such as 
Constitutional, Civil, Criminal and Commercial Law, would be 
able to choose more units in a certain subject than in another. 

It is immediately apparent that to implement such a 
system, it would be necessary to undertake a critical re-appraisal of 
all the subject-matter taught in the Faculty of Law, prior to 
breaking down the various subjects into various modules. Equally 
important is the availability of the staff required to lecture, conduct 
seminars and tutorials and correct the regular assignments set. 

Other than a change in the method of assessment, a 
diversification is also called for in the subjects taught. When 
drawing up the schedule of units which one may follow in our 
LLD. course one would do well to allocate a number of units to 
several subjects which have hitherto been more or less neglected in 
our system of legal education. Units on a) Economics of Law 
Practice b) Legal Research Techniques c) Economics d) Political 
Sciences e) Philosophy f) Psychology g) Sociology etc. would 
further enhance the preparation and competence of our under
graduates. Here again, the need for adequate Faculty staff must be 
re-iterated, although some degree of inter-change with other 
Faculties would probably be feasible and rewarding. 

CONCLUSION 
The above is by no means an exhaustive list of the 

reform needed in our Faculty. Lack of space does not, in this 
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instance, permit any discussion of questions such as examination 
resits, financial aid, re-structuring of law courses with the 
introduction of a different system of degrees (such as LL.B and 
LL.M as well as LLD), International Institutes, etc. In outlining 
our most basic needs we can but try to increase the student
body's and public's awareness of the reforms required and hope 
that we will be able to look back on some genuine progress by the 
next time that we will be preparing this editorial column. It is 
however difficult to ignore the feeling that some problems have 
been allowed to haunt the Faculty of Law for far too long, 
especially when one turns to the editorial columns of the original 
Law Journal and finds that thirty years back our predecessors were 
repeatedly lamenting the lack of lecturers, facilities, legal 
publications . .. ! 

J .A.C. 




